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Scholarly publishing is ill





“If it wasn’t so well-established, the traditional model 
of academic publishing would be considered 
scandalous. Every year, hundreds of billions in 
research and data are funded, in whole or in part, 
with public dollars. We do this because we believe 
that knowledge is for the public good, but the public 
gets very little access to the fruits of its investment.” 





OPEN ACCESS:
literature that is digital, 
online, free of charge, and 
free of most copyright 
and licensing restrictions



● Efficient sharing of scientific communication

● Promote scientific and medical discovery

● Public access to publicly funded research

● Enable new types of research

● Promote collaboration within and across sectors 

● Profession benefits like increased citation





publicly funded resources should 
be openly licensed resources



Public Policy





Horizon 2020 articles 
and soon data; ‘open 
by default’



Philanthropy





New publishing models







9,185 Journals
6,424 searchable at Article level
128 Countries
2,331,242 Articles



Action and advocacy



National Cancer 
Moonshot Initiative



1. Make open access the default for cancer research articles and data. 
CC BY for articles. CC0 for data.

2. Take embargo periods on research articles and data to zero. All 
government-funded research articles and data should be made available 
immediately upon publication.

3. Build and reward a culture of sharing and collaboration. Rewarding 
academic sharing in promotion and funding processes.

4. Share cancer education and training materials as open educational 
resources. Provide best, most up-to-date teaching and training materials, 
developed in a collaborative environment.



Green to Gold?







Not just about working 
to flip from closed 
access to open access



Many threats: Colombia, Uruguay, 
trade agreements, publisher 
“rights creep”

Some good: Delhi court decision 
on education exception, 
Marrakesh Treaty, expansion of 
fair use/fair dealing





EU Copyright reform
● Ancillary copyright
● Education exception
● Text and data mining exception
● Use of out-of-commerce Works
● User-generated Content Filtering on Internet Platforms
● Freedom of Panorama



New types of research



Text and data 
mining● “Any automated analytical technique aiming to analyse text and data 

in digital form in order to generate information such as patterns, 
trends and correlations”

● Huge untapped potential for scientific investigation, novel discoveries

● Legal complexity: Facts not copyrightable, some data could be, sui 
generis database rights

● Publishers want to leverage TDM as another revenue source



Copyright Reform for TDM
What would have been an ideal situation?

An EU-wide exception that permits TDM of all 
lawfully-accessed materials—by anyone—for any 
purpose.

“The right to read is the right to mine.” 



Copyright Reform for TDM
The good:

● Mandatory, so will apply uniformly across all EU members states
● Rights granted under the exception cannot be contracted away by 

publishing contracts or terms of service

The bad: 

● Only applies to non-profit research organisations (no commercial 
entities) 

● Limited to scientific research (which is undefined)



1. Policy & practice should focus on purpose of 
science

2. Continue open policy change to set ‘default to open’

3. Support sharing beyond articles

4. Consolidation + power of commercial publishers

5. New metrics for promotion needed

6. Fundamental copyright reform

7. Solidarity with related movements
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